Codes of Medical Ethics
Codes serve to regulate and set standards for professionals to follow, and informs society of the conduct
expected of professionals [1]. The term medical ethics was not coined till 1803 when Thomas Percival wrote
his eponymous book [2, 3], however the foundation of medical morality, informed by culture, philosophy
and religion, was laid by oaths and treatise in the premodern era. It is therefore not unreasonable to
speak of a long tradition of medical ethics prevailing in many places over many centuries and though the
language may differ from time to time and culture to culture [4], some features exhibit atemporality.
The purpose of this chapter is to trace the evolution of Islamic medical ethics’ codes and treatises from
Pre-modern to Post-Modern times. Beginning with the genesis of Akhlāq and Ādāb treatise in the premodern era followed by the codes developed in the post-modern era by the Islamic Organization for
Medical Sciences. In order to provide the framework within which the codes are written I discuss, albeit
briefly, the normative principles derived from Shari’a.

Pre- modern era
Greek medicine and philosophy influenced works of Muslin physician-philosophers during this period and
when writing about Greek medical philosophy Hippocrates’s name is preeminent.
Hippocrates of Askelepiads, praised for having educated physicians in humanity (humanitas) [5:61] and
creating the basis for trust that is integral to the practice of medicine, wrote seventy treatises. The oft
pledged deontological maxim: “to help and not to harm”, which issues an order appears in Epidemics 1.
This maxim is a sober command for a good physician to achieve the objective of his art or is an imperative
inviting trust from the patient/public [4:3]. Oaths were prominent in Greek law and were “taken solemnly
and observed stringently” [4:4]. The injunction to refrain from “harm or intentional injustice” became a
dominant deontological component of Greek medicine [4:5] and later codes.
The Hippocratic Oath (400 BCE). shows the “interplay between Greek reverence for techne (craft/art) and
doxa (reputation), where doxa goes beyond just reputation-it is the “reflection of the inner self to others,
the external manifestation of moral virtue”[4:7]. I It is claimed that the mastery of the techne, sets apart
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a praiseworthy physician from a reprehensible one- for it not only obtains the desired therapeutic effects
it does so in a morally and professionally worthy manner [6]. It is pertinent to mention that there was a
dynamic interaction between philosophies of the East and Greek philosophical thought, and similarities
between the Hippocratic Oath and pledges of ancient India and China can be seen perhaps via the
Pythagorean school [4, 7, 8]. Later, the normative values integrated into the Oath were adapted to fit
various environments, be they Christian, Jewish, or Muslim [3, 9].

Physicians’ Akhlāq and Ādāb.
During the 9th -13th century Islam achieved greatly in the arts, science, literature and medicine and during
this period that many works of philosophy and Islamic law were written. Before doing so it is useful to
discuss the epistemology of the ethical norms mentioned in the treatises written during this period.
The moral code to be followed by every Muslim, dutifully, throughout their life is that of Shari’a – based
on the moral commandments stated in the Qur’an together with the Sunna.-. “Shari’a is [therefore
considered] equally law and morality , as well as religion and etiquette” [10:162]. Thus understanding of
revealed norms ( ilm al-fiqh) and the ethico-moral discourse (‘ilm al-akhlāq) (), and related to it Ādāb,
though distinct at one level shadow each other [11, 12].
Akhlāq and Ādāb approximate the meaning of ethics. Akhlāq (singular Khulq) refers to one’s character and
to the science that deals with morality [11, 13].Prophet (SAW) regarded Husn-e-Khulq (good manners) an
admirable attribute [14:3436]. Ādāb literally means civility or etiquette and refers to norms of right conduct
which is often understood as “one’s disposition as formed by habit” [11]. In Islam, the inner disposition and
its outward expression are inextricably linked in a “cyclical relationship” [15:1].That is, becoming a virtuous
person through intentionally acting in accordance with virtues and internalising them such that they
become a part of one’s disposition – being kind and acting kindly, as mirrored in Prophet Mohammad’s
(SAW) virtuous character, for whom Allah says: “truly thou art of an exalted character (ch.68:4) and
commanded: “but do good, for Allah loves those who do good”(ch.2:195).
The commandments, emphasized in the Qur’an as part of its moral directive to attain a virtuous character,
obligate: justice (Adl), equity, benevolence (Ihsan), truth (haq), humility, moderation (I’tidāl ), forgiveness,
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kindness, tolerance (including of non-believers), musāwāt (brotherhood among believers) and admonish
lewdness (fawāhish), evil (munkar), deception, arrogance (takabbur) and rebelliousness (bāghi) [16].
Hippocrates’s humanitas and Aristotle’s virtue ethics parallels the meaning of Ādāb.
Regarding a physician’s Akhlāq and Ādāb (ethics) in what follows I shall discuss three treatises to show that
though an official code of ethics was absent, a small group of conscientious physicians, concerned with the
quality of medical care and the reputation of their profession, provided guidelines for individual physician’s
professional behaviour [17] .

Ādāb–al Tabib (The Practical Ethics of the Physician)
Ishaq Ibņ Alī Al-Ruhāwī’s (850-899 AD) Ādāb–al Tabib is the first deontological treatise devoted to medical
ethics in the Islamic tradition [4] and is pivotal in the genre of Akhlāq literature for Muslim physicians [18,
19]. Many works, including those of Aristotle, Plato and in particular works of Hippocrates and Galen on
the ideal and professional conduct of the physician were a source of inspiration. Martin Levey writes that
“the contents of this work [Ādāb–al Tabib ] are remarkable in their delineation of the manner in which
Muslim (and to a lesser extent, Christian) religious ideas were made to harmonize with the older science
and ethics of the Greeks in particular” [19:3].
Al-Ruhāwī, in the opening paragraphs of his book, declares that his purpose was “to collect material about
the ethics which the physician must cultivate, and the manner in which the physician must strengthen his
moral character”. Al-Ruhāwī, exhorting physicians to be truthful and have trust in Allah’s help and
support[19:18], stressed that “ the highest type of humanity as being found in the cultivation of Greek
rational ethics to attain man’s oneness with God”[19:9]. Galen’s “On the Passions of the Soul, Al-Ruhāwī
had a strong influence on Al-Ruhāwī’ wherefrom he borrowed : (1) the Aristotelian notion that virtue is
embodied in the ‘just mean’ between the two extremes on the virtue continuum, as I’tidāl, which requires
moderation and temperance from physicians [17:366, 19].

The concept is derived from

‘mōtadil’

(moderate / the middle between two extremes) in Islam for in the Qur’an, Muslims are termed as Ummatę-Mōtadil (literally a ‘middle nation’, ‘community of the middle way’ (2:143), signifying the people who
follow the path of balance and moderation, justice and equity. (2) Liberation from passions by training and
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practice, and (3) nature, or the temperament of the body, as an ethic forming factor [19:17] , along with
circumspection, sympathy, compassion and patience with the sick [17].
The 20 chapters of Ādāb–al Tabib provide a detailed exposition of the Akhlāq and Ādāb within the medical
context. A physician’s daily routine, espoused by Al-Ruhāwī is that: “after finishing his morning toilet and
prayer, his [physician’s] first activity will be the study of books, first religious ones to improve his character,
than [sic] medical ones to improve his learning” [17:367]. A virtuous physician, according to Al-Ruhāwī,
shows, “when dealing with patients, mercy, conscientious attention, patience and firmness. He should be
chaste, keep secrets, and bestow the benefits of his science ‘on all people without distinguishing them as
friends or foe, in agreement or disagreement”[4 :19]. More importantly a physician, as guardians of soul
and body, should interrelate the spiritual health and physical health for a virtuous physician in imitating
the acts of Allah (SWT) can improve a patient’s both soul and body [4:20, 19:9, 20].

Akhlāq -Al-Tabib (Medical Ethics)
Abu Bakr Muhammad ibņ Zakirīyya al-Rāzī,(Rhazes) (865-925 A.D), a Persian physician-philosopher wrote
Akhlāq -Al-Tabib (Medical Ethics), in addition to his philosophical works: Tībb al-Ruhanī (Spiritual Medicine)
and al-Sirat al-Falsafiyyah. al-Razī , a pure rationalist [21], emphasized that reason rather than blind
submission (taqlid) guaranteed progress and improvement [22]. So although al-Razī emulated Socrates in
philosophy and Hippocrates in medicine, and extended the analytic philosophy of Hippocrates and Galen,
he challenged them too [23].
Akhlāq-Al-Tabib stresses that ethical responsibility is a triad - between the physician and patient, the
patient and his physician, and the physician to himself [24]. Al-Rāzī considered it the physician’s duty to
improve his techne (by maintaining a commitment to medical education) lead a virtuous life, and treat all
men justly [24]. Addressing his students, al-Rāzī urged them to be gentle, honour the trust that patients
expect of him, thereby maintaining privacy and confidentiality.
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Al-Rāzī too considered that a strong relation between the health of the body (corporeal physic) and the
health of the spirit (spiritual physic) exists - such that troubles with the latter can lead to problems with the
former. Thus the physician of the body ought to be a physician of the spirit also [24].

Al-Qānûn Fi’l-Tib (Canon of Medicine)
Abu Ali al-Husayn bin Abd Allah Ibn- ę -Sinā (Avicenna,980-1037 A.D) a proponent of logic and reasoning
was influenced by Aristotle, and to some extent by Buddhism, Zoroastrianism and Hinduism but was
inclined to present his own personally worked out thought, rather than to repeat the works of another
[25]. He extend the philosophical inquiry, reconciling ancient Greek philosophy and God, as the creator of
all existence [26]. Avicenna’s synthesis of Greek philosophy and theology was later adopted by the
medieval Christian and Jewish philosophers such as Thomas Aquinas and Maimonides, respectively [25,
27].
Although no specific chapter is devoted to medical ethics in “Canon of Medicine”, a number of references
are made to it such that “Canon [of medicine] has come to represent many humanistic ideas” [28].
Avicenna wrote of medicine as a devotional practice to a needy human and, finally a devotion to God, for
the physician gains either financially, gratitude and/or insights into the realities of nature [4:20]. He
emphasized a non-disjunction between mind and body and developed a holistic approach in the practice
of medicine, like of Al-Ruhāwī , Al-Rāzī [27].

Antiquity’s impact on Muslim Medical Ethics.
Although Muslim medical deontology in the 9th century was influenced by Greek, Indian, Syrian and
Persian traditions [29:2], more from the former and some from the latter three, the ethical discourse of
Al-Ruhāwī , Al-Rāzī and Ibn- ę –Sinā, whose worldview was God-centred ,was based on philosophical ethics
and religious faith These physician-philosophers considered sensitivity towards the sick, the duty to care
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for the sick irrespective of the patient’s social status, to refrain from harm as obligatory, and virtuous,
requirements of physicians that would enable a physician to assert that “he [physician] is imitating the acts
of God, the Exalted, as much as he [physician] can”[19:9].
During the centuries that followed, other notable physicians such as Abul Hasan Al-Tābāri , Ibn Abi al –
Ashāth, Ibn Butlān and Sa’id bin al-Hasan , likewise studied the Hippocratic and Galenic texts and wrote on
medical deontology though with an emphasis on Islamic religious thought [30, 31].

Post-modern era
At the end of the War the two most important developments in the medical paradigm were the formulation
of the Nuremberg Code (1948) and the establishment of the World Medical Association ( WMA 1947).
WMA, in order that physicians work at the highest ethical standards issued a physicians’ oath- Declaration
of Geneva (1948), a code that specifies a triad of duties of physicians towards patients, profession and
colleagues and society- International Code of Medical Ethics (1949), a declaration that provides ethical
principles for medical research involving human subjects-Declaration of Helsinki (1964) and the Declaration
of Lisbon (1981) on the rights of the patient. These documents are important for primarily two reasons.
First they were written as a result of the exploitative research involving vulnerable people that shook the
conscious of the global medical community. Second, the deontological principles laid down in these oaths,
declarations and codes are accepted as the cornerstone of ethical guidance, internationally and in tandem
with developments around the world are amended regularly. However an analysis of these is beyond the
scope of this article for although the Islamic Organization for Medical Sciences (IOMS) in its 2004 code of
ethics includes the year 2000 revision of DoH in its appendix, it uses the Council for International
Organizations of Medical Sciences’ (CIOMS) guidelines as a foundation.

Belmont Principles
In 1979 the National Commission for the Protection Human Subjects in Biomedical and Behavioural
Research, United States, published the Belmont Report , as a response to Tuskegee Syphilis study, that the
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set out a “principled moral framework” that is not tied to a particular region, but applicable universally [32]
. The Belmont Principles set out in the Belmont Report not only form the foundation of research ethics
guidelines such as those of CIOMS and (IOMS they are ubiquitously applied in the clinical milieu too [33].
The three principles are:
Respect for persons. Societal evolution towards a rights’ based society, categorically based respect on the
view that human beings as autonomous persons have the ability to determine for themselves what can
and cannot be done to them. Although self-determination had found an expression in the Nuremberg Code
, nonetheless prior to the Belmont Report, physicians guided by benevolence and non-maleficence decided
what to do (and what to tell patients).
Respect for persons, includes two ethical convictions: First, to treat individuals as autonomous agents. An
autonomous agent is capable of deliberation about personal goals and of acting under the direction of such
deliberations”[34]. After being provided adequate information an autonomous person’s choice should be
respected and not overridden or obstructed, unless detrimental to others. The root of this principle is in
the Enlightenment moral philosophy wherefrom “[a] sliver from the timber of Kant’s mind” was taken and
reconceptualised [35:49] and Mill’s Harm principle [36]. Second, persons with diminished autonomy
should be protected. The imperative is that respect does not vary according to the ability to act
autonomously, it is owed to all human beings by virtue of their intrinsic worth.

Beneficence, requires making efforts to secure the wellbeing of patients. It encompasses a moral obligation
to do no harm/ to prevent and remove harm and to do good. The dual responsibility of doing good and
avoiding harm stems from physicians’ medical knowledge and their virtuous character [33].

Justice, interpreted as fair, equitable and appropriate treatment- “what is deserved” and reflects fairness
in distribution based on the Aristotelian principle: ‘equals ought to be treated equally’. That is, all patients
qua patients, ought to be treated fairly , irrespective of race, ethnicity and social status [34] Distributive
justice along with a competent patients’ right to self-determination guard against exploitative practices.
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Islamic Organization for Medical Sciences (IOMS)
Islam is a religion and a way of life. As stated earlier, Muslims are required to develop a virtuous character
and adhere to Islamic values in every field, and medicine is no exception. Medicine has advanced
immensely, so has the potential for its misuse, intentional or unintentional. It is usually the case that
medical progress far exceeds societal evolution. Society is constantly catching up to provide an ethicolegal framework for the application of the new interventions. This is seen globally. It is within this paradigm
that scholars of Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh) and medical scientists in the Islamic world convened meetings
to revive Islamic values and commit to ethical standards in the field of medicine. These values are taken
as absolutes-emanating from a divine command and extend to very part of the world” [37].

Maslahah and Maqᾱsid-e- Shari’a (objectives of Shari’a)
Since IOMS’ codes base their principles in Shari’a, it is necessary to briefly discuss the objectives of Shari’a.
Related to the virtue theory discussed above in Akhlāq and Ādāb another ethical theory of Islam is based
on maslahah: principle based on reasoning, albeit within the framework of Shari’a, for the welfare of the
community and entails preservation of maqᾱsid –e- Shari’a.
Al-Ghazali , writes of three hierarchical (though interrelated) levels of maqᾱsid-e- Shari’a:
1. Necessities (al-darῡriyᾱt): faith (al-Din), life (al- Nufs), reason (al-Aql), lineage (al-Nusl) and property
(al-Mal) [38].These are essential for human life and their preservation is categorically imperative. Seeking
treatment is commanded by Prophet (SAW): “Seek treatment…. for Allah has does not create any disease
but He also creates with it the cure….. “[14:3436] and medicine contributes directly by protecting and
promoting physical, mental and reproductive health.
2. Needs (al-hᾱjīyᾱt) : prevention of any source of difficulty in the life of the community, guided by the
Qur’anic command: “Allah wants ease and not hardship for you” (2: 185).
3. Complementary/ luxuries (al-tahsīnīyᾱt): to bring about improvement [39, 40].
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Qawa’id-al –Sharia (Normative principles)
The language of Shari’a is of obligation and duty to meet these maqᾱsid and the normative principles are
deontological. The rational requirement central to any social transaction (including biomedical ethics) is to
evaluate and balance an action’s potential benefits and possible harms. The following normative principles
provide the framework from which ethical (and legal) rulings are derived:
1.“Action depends on intention”: inferred from the Tradition: “Indeed actions depend upon intentions”
[41:1].
2. “No harm and no causing harm”- that is “do no harm” to oneself, others or society. The rule of “no harm,
no harassment” is one of the most fundamental rules that informs social ethics in Islam and serves, to date,
as a major source for resolving contemporary issues in medical practice [42:67]. It requires promoting
benefit and “where it is inevitable, the lesser of the two harms should be done”/Harm should not be
removed by an equal harm”. Removing harm comes before realizing benefit, a concept congruent with the
Belmont principle of beneficence, and wherever benefit lies, there lies the way of the Shari’a [29, 37].
3.“Necessities override prohibition” [29], such as eating or drinking prohibited stuff to save one’s life.
4.“One needs certainty”: that is, the present doubtful condition may be appropriated with a previously
certain situation. An alternative interpretation based on the authority of the conscience in every person,
which the Qur’an calls “The Reproaching Soul”, is : “leave that which makes you doubt for that which does
not make you doubt”[29].
5. “Custom determines the course of action”. When making rulings it is important to take account of local
custom [42:67].
It is important that when maslahah forms the basis of any code or framework it is genuine and beneficial
to the community as a whole and not to one group or individual. More importantly it ought not to be in
conflict with the Qur’an or Sunna. Thus when new problems are encountered, and no clear guidance can
be found in the canonical sources, it is essential to formulate guidelines using the Qur’an and Sunna as a
frame of reference to protect patients’ best interest [40].
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Islamic code of Medical Ethics (IOMS 1981)The First International Conference on Islamic Medicine held in
Kuwait, in January 1981,issued the Islamic Code of Medical Ethics (IOMS 1981)-which urged a Muslim
doctor to maintain his “professional behavior within the boundaries of Islamic teachings” [43]. Although,
the code addresses a Muslim physician in the male gender, female physicians are equally bound by it.
IOMS 1981 heralds the beginning of medical ethics codification in the Islamic world. After praying to God
for his guidance, the code defines the medical profession and affirms its messianic character--a doctor is
“merely an instrument of God in alleviating peoples’ illness”, he/she “is a catalyst through whom God, the
creator works to preserve life and health”[43].
IOMS’ document is divided into sections that, in addition to addressing physicians’ triumvirate duty
towards the profession and colleagues, patients and society, addresses physician’s interaction with modern
medical advances, medical education and physicians’ duty during war.
The code emphasizes “no harm or harming”, akin to the Hippocratic dictum as the guiding principle for
physicians and urges that a physician’s comportment should instill respect, trust and dignity.
Confidentiality and truthfulness are essential as they bear directly on the trust in the medical profession.
Based on the Hadiths “knowledge that he had taught and remains put to good use”, teaching the art of
medicine is considered a form of charity (IOMS 1981).
In order that physicians are able to advise patients when asked about religious rulings regarding their
predicament, like the Muslim physician-philosophers of the 9th Century, IOMS also requires that a physician
ought to be knowledgeable about Fiqh, while at the same time pursuing advances in medicine and sciences
since it will bear directly on the well- being of their patients.
Respecting patients’ dignity, privacy and emotions are essential. Modesty is an innate characteristic of
Islam, therefore physicians ought to show respect befitting a human body, living or dead. However the
maxims “action depends upon intentions” and “necessities override prohibition”[29] allow that for the
purpose of treatment (without ill-intention) to look at the private parts of the body which modesty
prohibits in health.
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The International Islamic Code for Medical and Health Ethics (IOMS 2004)
In view of developments in medicine in the post-modern era, meetings and seminars were held and finally
a conference in Cairo, in December 2004 resulted in the compilation of “The International Islamic Code for
Medical and Health Ethics”. IOMS’ code 2004 stresses on Akhlāq and reaffirms that since virtue occupies a
middle position between two extremes both of which are vices, “a middle course is preferable”, before
reiterating the characteristics of a well-mannered person:
He [physician] tends more towards bashfulness and humility and less towards hostility, he is
righteous and pious. When he talks he tells only the truth; he is short on words but long on actions; he
seldom slips into error or pries into people’s affairs; he is reverent and devoted, friendly and communicative,
dignified and patient; he is grateful and content, mild–tempered and tolerant, tender and chaste,
compassionate and affectionate. He does not swear, insult gossip or slander; he is not impatient, rancorous,
parsimonious or envious; he displays a friendly mien and wears a cheerful smile. In loving, approving or
getting exasperated, he only seeks God’s pleasure” [37:32].
IOMS 2004 has four parts. Three enumerate the codes, while the fourth contains two Appendices. Part one
elaborates on : ‘Medical Behavior and Physician rights and duties’ through 107 articles which reflect the
contractual basis of physicians’ professional ethics in relation to patients, colleagues, society and
themselves, supported by Qur’anic injunctions and the Prophet’s Traditions.
Part two discusses ‘International ethical guidelines for biomedical research involving human subjects’ from
an Islamic perspective. This section uses CIOMS guidelines as the foundation and presents the Islamic
viewpoint regarding each guideline. It also has 3 appendices which detail the items to be included in a
research protocol, the Declaration of Helsinki (2000 version) and the phases of clinical trials for vaccine
development.
Part three presents the ‘The arguments of Islamic law rulings on recent medical issues’ in 42 sections, such
as human cloning, IVF, human genome project, genetic engineering and counselling, using aborted fetuses
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and surplus zygotes and a statement on the medical definition of death. It presents the viewpoint of the
Islamic Fiqh Academy on each issue before presenting IOMS legal position [37].
IOMS 2004 guidelines are based on the three Belmont principles: respect for persons, beneficence, and
justice and adds to these the principle of charity as a supererogatory act. However, whilst the Belmont
Report grounds these principle in the Enlightenment moral philosophies, and are therefore non-theistic,
IOMS grounds each principle in Shari’a. Thus respect for persons deriving from, “We have honoured the
Children of Adam” (17: 70) permits legally competent persons to determine for themselves. This is because
“Sharia has stipulated the rights of human – beings” cannot be “nullified without his [Man’s] consent”
[37:43]. The same respect is owed to an incompetent person, though it plays out differently. An
incompetent person needs protection, as stated in the Belmont principle too. The rule that “whoever is
incompetent in action shall consequently be considered incompetent in words”, requires that a guardian
(in matters of health- care this could be the physician)acts in the patient’s best interest and not exploited
[37:44]- a requirement that is congruent with Kant’s Categorical Imperative: “always treat humanity
whether in yourself or another as an end [in itself], never solely as a means “
Beneficence is based on the principle “neither harming nor reciprocating harm”. such that benefit is
maximized, deliberate harm neutralized and unavoidable damage, minimized - The priority then is “the
attainment of what is beneficial to people by protecting what is essential to them and promoting what is
needed and what is commendable” [29:4].
Justice in the sense that each person ought to be given what is their due, similar to the principle: ‘Equals
ought to be treated equally’ Administering justice was the common purpose for which all the prophets
and Messengers were sent as stated in 57: 25 “We sent down the Book and the Balance with them, that
the people would uphold justice” (ch.57:25). Both, beneficence and justice/equity are emphasized in the
Quran: “God commands justice , the doing of good …….”(ch.16:90) [37].

World Health Organization: Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean
(EM/RC).
Islamic Code Medical and Health Ethics (ICMHE 2005)
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In September 2005 EM/RC in its fifty second session declared that Man’s dignity, extending from the honor
bestowed upon him by All‘ah, ought to be respected. The committee declared that “ethical values flow
from one source, and follow a clear path that extends to every part of the world” [maintaining] life,
freedom, preservation of property, health and sufficiency, throughout man’s life” [44:1]. The following
principles are delineated:
The first principle, similar to the IOMS code 2004, addressed Man as Allah’s vice-regent on earth whose
autonomy and confidentiality ought to be respected [44]. That is, since God has “honored the children of
Adam”, physicians show respect for persons (patients) by allowing, in fact enabling, legally competent
persons to make informed voluntary decisions.
The second principle stipulates: every human being has a right to life which ought to be respected and
protected, quoting the Qur’an “…and when he saves [a life] it is as if he saved the lives of all
people”(ch.5:32) the code states that any aggression against the life of a human being, even if it is a fetus
or an old or disabled person, is an aggression against all people. Just as harm can be physical, psychological,
social and spiritual so can the acts of saving [44].
The third principle of equity/justice is founded on the Qur’anic verse and Prophet’s Tradition: “God
commands justice and the doing of good….and forbids all indecent deeds, and evil and rebellion” (ch.16:90)
which endorses justice as one of the characteristic of Iman: “to decide justly even if it is against you”.
Equity ought to be applied in both, statements and medical reports (“If you speak, be just, even though it
concerns a near of kin-(ch.6:152”); in judgements (“be upholders of justice, and bearers of witness to Truth,
for the sake of Allah” (ch.4:135); “and when you judge between people, judge with justice”(ch.4:58); in
conciliation (“make peace between them with justice and be equitable for

Allah loves the

equitable”(ch.49:9); and in guardianship: (“Allah directs you to treat the orphans with justice” (ch.4:127)).
The Constitution of Medina emphasized equal treatment and equity for all people living within the Muslim
community. Equity and equality then ought to be the guiding principles in health-care as well. [44].
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The fourth principle of doing well (doing good/ beneficence) which has been translated from the Arabic
word ihsān, could mean “right action/good deeds/ goodness/sincerity/ perfection/benevolence-[45:3170,
46:1, 47:300] that is “[he who]….enjoins what is good and forbids from evil”[48:2199].
ICMHE 2005, provides three denotations of ihsān. The first is “quality, as the root of the word that means
good”( right action, good deeds)- akin to “best” as used by Allah in his promise “to those who pay heed to
what is said and follow the best of it” (ch.39:18) and attested by the Hadiths: “Verily Allah has prescribed
ihsān (excellence, perfection) in all things”[45:3170]- extending this into healthcare, it means guaranteeing
quality. Second, Ihsān represents charity, and in medical practice it could be the physician’s “gentle,
compassionate touch”[44]. It generally entails a person who “wishes for his (Muslim) brother what he likes
for himself” [49:13] and so give priority to the needs of patients [44]. The third denotation of Ihsān is to
have a “living conscience and mindfulness of God”[44] decreed in the Hadiths : “Ihs[ā]n is to worship Allah
as if you see Him, and if you do not achieve this state of devotion, then (take it for granted that) Allah sees
you”[47:300] .

The fifth principle is “no harm and no causing harm”, congruent with the maxim “to help and do no harm”
of the Hippocratic Oath. Tradition underscores unacceptability of bringing harm to oneself (physician
included) or to others or to the society in any form. The present day risk benefit analysis either of a
treatment or research is an extension of this imperative.

Conclusion
There has and continues to be cross-pollination of ethico-moral norms. The physician-philosophers of 9th
century reconciled the philosophical underpinnings of medical deontology constructed in the premodern
era with Islamic religious beliefs, as an individual enterprise. The complexity of the issues during the
postmodern era require the efforts of multiple actors from the fields of medicine, fiqh, anthropology and
medical research to formulate codes that interpret secularly derived principles using Sharia as a frame of
reference. IOMS undertook this task and produced an elaborate system of guidance both for clinicians and
researchers.
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The overarching normative principles that form a common thread between the treatises of premodern and
postmodern codes are the ‘preference of a middle course’/moderation (Itidal) justice (adl), benevolence
(Ihsan) and respect for life. A physician’s Ādāb and Akhlāq ought to guide him/her so that the right
actions/results are produced for the right reasons-that is their intentions and actions are appropriately
aligned. Physicians ought to develop their techne through continuous professional development and revere
doxa, emphasized since the pre-modern era, creating the trust that is the bedrock of the medical
profession-a virtue that exhibits atemporality.
The imperative now is to turn the contemporary IOMS’ code like the DoH into a ‘living’ document which in
tandem with scientific innovations evolves to protect participants’ rights, and facilitate research [50].
However, the IOMS’ code is revised under the rubric of the principle of masalah.
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